
Ritual S-2 
for the healing and protection  

of the people of Haiti 

 
This Ritual is designed to be performed in two ways.  The first, or "Full Ritual", requires 
privacy and a minimum of 30 minutes to perform.  The second, or "Partial Ritual", 
requires no privacy and can be performed in less than 5 minutes.   
 
The Full Ritual must be performed at least once before the Partial Ritual can be 
performed.  The more often you perform the Full Ritual, the more powerful the Partial 
Ritual will become. 
 
This ritual may be performed alike by new neophytes and more advanced members.  
Those more advanced should feel free to elaborate on what is outlined here.  For 
anyone who may not have performed Ritual S-1 yet, it is recommended that you do so 
at least once before performing this Ritual. 
 
(Note: When the text is bold and underlined, these names should be vibrated.  “YHVH”, 
as in the LBRP, should be pronounced: “Yod Heh Vav Heh”) 

 
 
 

FULL RITUAL 
 

Step 1 
 
Purify your working space or Temple with Water and consecrate with Incense. 

 
Step 2 

 
LBRP (followed by BRH, if Zelator or higher) 
 

Step 3 
 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe 
 

Step 4 
 
Prayer and Invocation of the Lord of the Universe: 
 
“Oh Lord of the Universe, the Vast and Mighty One, ruler of the Light and the 
Darkness, I adore Thee and I invoke Thee.  Look thou with favor upon me, your 
humble servant, who seeks to invoke your Divine Glory, your Holy Shekinah to 
heal and protect her people on earth. 
 
Amen.” 



Step 5 
 
Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual 

Step 6 
 
(Knock) "In the name of Adonai Melek, I Frater/Soror ________ of the Esoteric 
Order of the Golden Dawn do hereby declare this Ritual, for the healing and 
protection of the people of Haiti, duly opened.” 

 
 

Step 7 
 
(Move to the east of your central alter, facing west.  If you have black and white pillars 
to work with, stand between them, without passing all the way through them.  As you 
invoke the Seven Angels around you one by one, use the diagram below to determine 
where the angel will appear.  During this portion of the Ritual, the angels are all in a 
circle, facing inward, toward the central altar.) 
 

 
 
“In the Divine Name of YHVH ELOHIM I now release and surrender all corrupt 
forces of Saturn I may carry with me, even as I now let go of and forgive all past 
expressions of those same corrupt forces by my brothers and sisters of the 
human race." (Close your eyes and visualize before you a large cauldron of hot coals. 
Reach deep down within yourself and release all self-limiting beliefs, fear, or depression 
you may carry.  Allow these traits to burn in the cauldron, returning to dust and rising up 
toward the heavens as smoke.) "In the name of YHVH Elohim, I invoke the mighty 



Angel of Saturn, CASSIEL (Take a moment to visualize the angel standing in the 
appropriate place in your working area) let the forces of Saturn be cleansed and 
sanctified, I beseech thee, oh Mighty Angel CASSIEL, bring unto me: 
Determination, Diligence, and Patience!  As it desired, SO SHALL IT BE!" (Sign of 
Silence,)   
 
(Pause and allow yourself to absorb the current of Holy and Divine Saturn) 
 
“In the Divine Name of EL I now release and surrender all corrupt forces of 
Jupiter I may carry with me, even as I now let go of and forgive all past 
expressions of those same corrupt forces by my brothers and sisters of the 
human race." (Close your eyes and release all laziness, gluttony, or procrastination 
you may carry.  Allow these traits to burn in the cauldron, returning to dust and rising up 
toward the heavens as smoke.) "In the name of EL, I invoke the mighty Angel of 
Jupiter, SACHIEL (Take a moment to visualize the angel standing in the appropriate 
place in your working area) let the forces of Jupiter be cleansed and sanctified, I 
beseech thee, oh Mighty Angel SACHIEL, bring unto me: Growth, Prosperity, and 
Generosity!  As it desired, SO SHALL IT BE!" (Sign of Silence,)   
 
(Pause and allow yourself to absorb the current of Holy and Divine Jupiter) 
 
“In the Divine Name of ELOHIM GEBUR I now release and surrender all corrupt 
forces of Mars I may carry with me, even as I now let go of and forgive all past 
expressions of those same corrupt forces by my brothers and sisters of the 
human race." (Close your eyes and release all irritability, stress, or anger you may 
carry.  Allow these traits to burn in the cauldron, returning to dust and rising up toward 
the heavens as smoke.) "In the name of ELOHIM GEBUR, I invoke the mighty Angel 
of Mars, ZAMAEL (Take a moment to visualize the angel standing in the appropriate 
place in your working area) let the forces of Mars be cleansed and sanctified, I 
beseech thee, oh Mighty Angel ZAMAEL, bring unto me: Motivation, Courage, and 
Self-Discipline!  As it desired, SO SHALL IT BE!" (Sign of Silence,)   
 
(Pause and allow yourself to absorb the current of Holy and Divine Mars) 
 
“In the Divine Name of YHVH ELOAH V’DA’AT I now release and surrender all 
corrupt forces of Sol I may carry with me, even as I now let go of and forgive all 
past expressions of those same corrupt forces by my brothers and sisters of the 
human race." (Close your eyes and release all arrogance, self-centeredness, and pride 
you may carry.  Allow these traits to burn in the cauldron, returning to dust and rising up 
toward the heavens as smoke.) "In the name of YHVH ELOAH V’DA’AT, I invoke the 
mighty Angel of Sol, MICHAEL (Take a moment to visualize the angel standing in the 
appropriate place in your working area) let the forces of Sol be cleansed and 
sanctified, I beseech thee, oh Mighty Angel MICHAEL, bring unto me: Humility, 
Power, and Imagination!  As it desired, SO SHALL IT BE!" (Sign of Silence,)   
 
(Pause and allow yourself to absorb the current of Holy and Divine Sol) 



 
“In the Divine Name of YHVH ZABAOT I now release and surrender all corrupt 
forces of Venus I may carry with me, even as I now let go of and forgive all past 
expressions of those same corrupt forces by my brothers and sisters of the 
human race." (Close your eyes and release all vanity, jealousy, or self-criticism you 
may carry.  Allow these traits to burn in the cauldron, returning to dust and rising up 
toward the heavens as smoke.) "In the name of YHVH ZABAOT, I invoke the mighty 
Angel of Venus, ANAEL (Take a moment to visualize the angel standing in the 
appropriate place in your working area) let the forces of Venus be cleansed and 
sanctified, I beseech thee, oh Mighty Angel ANAEL, bring unto me: Love, 
Passion, and Charisma!  As it desired, SO SHALL IT BE!" (Sign of Silence,)   
 
(Pause and allow yourself to absorb the current of Holy and Divine Venus) 
 
“In the Divine Name of ELOHIM ZABAOT I now release and surrender all corrupt 
forces of Mercury I may carry with me, even as I now let go of and forgive all past 
expressions of those same corrupt forces by my brothers and sisters of the 
human race." (Close your eyes and release all over-analysis, greed, or deception you 
may carry.  Allow these traits to burn in the cauldron, returning to dust and rising up 
toward the heavens as smoke.) "In the name of ELOHIM ZABAOT, I invoke the 
mighty Angel of Mercury, RAPHAEL (Take a moment to visualize the angel standing 
in the appropriate place in your working area) let the forces of Mercury be cleansed 
and sanctified, I beseech thee, oh Mighty Angel RAPHAEL, bring unto me: 
Intelligence, Wit, and Awareness!  As it desired, SO SHALL IT BE!" (Sign of 
Silence,)   
 
(Pause and allow yourself to absorb the current of Holy and Divine Mercury) 
 
“In the Divine Name of SHADDAI EL CHAI I now release and surrender all corrupt 
forces of Luna I may carry with me, even as I now let go of and forgive all past 
expressions of those same corrupt forces by my brothers and sisters of the 
human race." (Close your eyes and release all distraction, changeability, or illusion you 
may carry.  Allow these traits to burn in the cauldron, returning to dust and rising up 
toward the heavens as smoke.) "In the name of SHADDAI EL CHAI, I invoke the 
mighty Angel of Luna, GABRIEL (Take a moment to visualize the angel standing in 
the appropriate place in your working area) let the forces of Luna be cleansed and 
sanctified, I beseech thee, oh Mighty Angel GABRIEL, bring unto me: Lucidity, 
Flexibility, and Intuition! As it desired, SO SHALL IT BE!" (Sign of Silence,)   
 
(Pause and allow yourself to absorb the current of Holy and Divine Luna) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 8 
 
(Remain standing where you are, east of the central altar, facing west, between the 
Pillars if you have them.  For this step it is essential that you have already performed 
Ritual S-1.  Do your best to recall how you felt toward the end of Ritual S-1, when you 
connected most with the Holy Mother.  Let your appearance transform to that of the 
Holy Mother as you proclaim the following.) 
 
“I invoke Thee oh ISIS, SHEKINAH, MARIA  Thou Restored Eden, Thou Supernal 
Mother, Thou Second Eve.  Thou Holy City, New Jerusalem, coming down from 
God out of heaven, from whom are fed all showers and suns, all moons that wax 
and wane, all stars and streams, the living and the dead, the mystery of pleasure 
and of pain, Thou art the star of God upon my brow.” 

 
(Take a moment to release any remaining dross you may have within you, allowing it to 
be transformed by the Presence of God, through the Divine Mother who stands in the 
same place where you stand.) 
 
“I… Am… She…” 
 
(When you feel you have made a strong connection, let the entire visualization, the 
Angels, the image of the Divine Mother, the room or temple you are performing the ritual 
in, and everything else in the world come together in the place where you are standing, 
as it all becomes a column of light blue Light.  You are also within this column of Light, 
and as it moves upward, you move upward, and out into an empty space.) 

 
 

Step 9 
 
(From this empty space, allow a horizon to come into focus in all directions around you, 
with nothing obstructing the view of the horizon.  The color or type of ground is up to 
you, as well as the sky and the time of day.  The important thing is that you are 
absolutely certain that you are alone there, just as you would be certain that you are 
alone in your Temple in Malkuth.) 
 
“In the name of the Lord of the Universe, and by His Divine Name ADONAI HA 
ARETZ, do I invoke Thy Mighty Archangel AURIEL, to aid and guard me in this 
work of art.  Thou art the eldest of all Archangels, the very Light of God, and the 
ruler of the element of earth.” 
 
 
(Take a moment to connect with the Earth beneath you.  Feel the pull of gravity on your 
physical body, and the solidity and largeness of it.  Let your breath be the air that 
circulates throughout the world, let your heartbeat and all the moisture in your body be 
at One with the oceans and the clouds and the rivers.  Take a few minutes to really 
connect with the Element of Earth.) 



Step 10 
 
“I beseech thee oh Mighty AURIEL, by all the names already rehearsed, to bring 
forth the Great and Powerful Angel of Earth, PHORLAKH.  Bring forth an army of 
all the good Angels of Earth oh PHORLAKH to stand guard as a Wall of Earth 
against all those powers and forces who would seek to harm the innocent. 
 
(With your eyes still closed, sitting or standing in the place with the horizon about you in 
all directions.  Visualize the army of all the good Angels of Earth appearing in a great 
circle surrounding you, facing outward.  Take a few moments to feel the vastness and 
the power of these numerous angels, as they heal and protect you on the material 
plane. 
 
Allow the ground beneath you to fade, revealing the shape of Haiti beneath you, 
surrounded by ocean.  See the Angels move down and take their positions at the edges 
of the land. 
 
Sign of Silence:  Let all of these things fade from your mind, yet knowing that these 
things remain.  Do your best to forget about the work you have just done.) 
 

Step 11 
 
LBRP (followed by BRH, if Zelator or higher) 
 

Step 12 
 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe 
 

Step 13 
 
Final Release:  “I now release any spirits which may have been imprisoned by this 
rite, go forth now unto thine own abodes and habitations, and go with the peace 
and blessings of YEHESHUA YEHOVASHA, be there always peace between you 
and I, and be ye ready to come again when ye are called.  For I now declare this 
Ritual for the healing and protection of Haiti, duly closed.”  (knock)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PARTIAL RITUAL 
 

Step 1 
 
(Find a comfortable place to sit, where you can close your eyes for a few minutes and 
probably not be disturbed.  As you take several deep breaths, utilizing the four-fold 
breath, recall the experience of standing as the Blessed Mother between the Seven 
Angels, and all becoming One where you stand, then rise within the light blue column of 
Light.) 
 

Step 2 
 
(Visualize the horizon in all directions around you, with nothing obstructing the view of 
the horizon.  The color or type of ground is up to you, as well as the sky and the time of 
day.  The important thing is that you are absolutely certain that you are alone there.) 

 
Step 3 

 
(Connect with the Earth beneath you.  Feel the pull of gravity on your physical body, 
and the solidity and largeness of it.  Let your breath be the air that circulates throughout 
the world, let your heartbeat and all the moisture in your body be at One with the 
oceans and the clouds and the rivers.) 

 
Step 4 

 
(Internally vibrate the names ADONAI HA ARETZ, AURIEL, and PHORLAKH, then 
visualize the army of all of the good Angels of Earth in a great circle surrounding you, 
facing outward.  Allow the ground beneath you to fade, revealing Haiti beneath you, and 
see the Angels take their positions at the edges of the land.) 
 
(sign of silence) 


